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Who	We	Are
• PhD Immunology at UCONN
• Postdoc at NIH 
• P.I. National Cancer Institute
• Private sector

• Small biotech in Palo Alto CA
• Celera Genomics
• Entrepreneur

• Health Physicist
• Behavioral Sciences and Decision Making
• HR/Talent Acquisition and recruiting services experience
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Webinar	Process
• Webinars are recorded and available on Flamingo
• PDFs of presentations are available on Flamingo
• Followup E-mail

• Accessing recordings & Documents
• Instructions for Flamingo and Resources

• Q&A
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Who	Do	We	Have	Here?
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Day 1

Job	Hunt	Process

Day 2

Find Job

Analyze 
Job Ad

Am I 
Qualified?

Write 
Resume

Network

Interview

Land the 
Job
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Overview	of	Today’s	Webinar
• Career Options

• Where can you work
• What type of work excites you

• Critical Skills Required for the job
• What specifically are they looking for

• Your Relevant Experiences
• Why you are best for the job
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Where	Can	I	Work?
Types of Companies

Large Corporations
Biotechs & Engineering Firms
Medical Devices and 
Diagnostics
Non-profits, NGOs
Legal/Patent related
Consulting firms
Government/Military
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Types	of	Industries
• Academia
• Oil & Gas
• Nanotechnology
• Alternative Energies
• Biotechnology
• Medical and Pharmaceutical
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What	Can	I	Be	with	an	EngDegree?
• Academics
• Engineering

• Process Engineer
• Production Engineer
• Scientist- Chemical Development
• Scientist- Bioengineering Development
• Research Scientist/Engineer
• Field Engineer

• Operations
• Project Manager
• Technical Sales
• Field Applications Specialist (FAS)
• Technical, Customer Support
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Poll:		Career	Interests
qAcademia
qEngineering Research Outside Academia
qField Engineer
qOperations (Project Management)
qCustomer Relations
qTechnical Sales (FAS)
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Career	Outlook

Source: dataUSA
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Chemical	Engineers

Source: Bureau of Labor and Statistics
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Career	Outlook

Source: dataUSA
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Biomedical	Engineers

Source: Bureau of Labor and Statistics
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Average	Salaries
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You	are	one	part	of	a	process

$800 Million - $ 1 Billion

Drug Discovery & Development
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“Business”	of	Science	Roles
• Research biologists
• Chemists
• Animal handlers
• Production-scaleup specialists
• Clinical Researchers
• Project managers
• Marketing
• Legal experts
• Regulatory experts
• Sales
• Physicians
• Patients
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Siemens	Power	
Substation	
Design
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Project	Team	Roles
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• Subject matter experts

• Project manager

• Electrical engineers

• Environmental engineers

• Civil engineers

• Implementation (construction)

• Customer support

• Sales

• Marketing

• Communications

• Legal

Siemens	Power	
Substation	
Design
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Business	Requires	Cooperation
• Many Roles
• Many Responsibilities
• Tight Coordination
• Tight Communication

…and therefore requires additional skills
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What	about	the	Business	of	Science?

Two	Rules	of	Business	(USA)

1. By definition, a Business must make a profit. The tax code 
requires a profit status. Investors require a profit status. 

2. A business must constantly compete globally and improve 
its products and services as well as productivity 
standards: revenue per employee, return on capital 
deployed, new drug success rate, …

Results in seeking employees with technical as well as 
business skills.
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What	are	the	Critical	
Skills?		
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Biomedical Engineer (Manufacturing), IsoPlexis

Company Description

Personalized immunotherapies are the future of the fight against cancer, and IsoPlexis (www.isoplexis.com) is Making the Difference 
in enabling the lofty goal of employing immunotherapies to combat our toughest diseases. Our integrated systems, named #1 
Innovation by Scientist Magazine World-Leading Design by Red Dot, are changing cancer research by connecting biological 
readouts to what is actually happening in patients. Our game changing hardware technologies, originally from Cal Tech and Yale, 
combined with our next generation software and data visualizations, are powered by our amazing team and used throughout the 
world. We work with a growing list of leading researchers who are publishing findings that connect our readouts to what is truly
happening in patients, and that excites; drives all of us to do more! If you like working at the intersection of biological sciences and 
healthcare, and you enjoy intellectually challenging yet fulfilling projects, give us a call. Our fast growing, 140+ person team has a 
sense of integrity, energy, and urgency to ‘make things happen’ in our collective careers and in the broader world, and we look 
forward to talking.

IsoPlexis is welcoming self-motivated, high energy individuals who are looking for career growth working with cutting edge 
technology, to apply today!

Responsibilities

Research and execute experiments to drive continuous improvement in novel assay and microfluidics, devices
Prepare documentation of findings and submit reports
Create and or update work instruction and BOM’s to reflect process improvements
Evaluate and Validate the use of new materials, processes, and reagents
Conduct various studies to determine root cause for manufacturing defects, Provide and implement long term solutions
Provide technical support in transferring new products and improvements from engineering into production
Ability to handle detail, multiple tasks, and short-notice deadlines, with reprioritization of work
Skills

Bachelor’s degree in biology, biomedical, chemical, biochemical, mechanical engineering or related discipline
Experimental Design and data analysis experience
Experience with automation system testing including liquid handling, imaging, motion and temperature control
Knowledge / experience with ELISA a plus
Experience with microscopy, wet lab experience, sterile technique, and good lab practice (experience with mammalian cell culture a 
plus)
Process/product validation experience a plus
Desire to work independently and in a highly entrepreneurial environment, exercise creativity and judgment in bench work, analysis, 
and presentation to internal team members
Commitment to quality, attention to detail, and team player
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• Authority
• Communication
• Consensual
• Conservative
• Control
• Cooperation
• Delegation
• Dominant
• Empathy
• Excitement
• Feedback

Leadership	Skills	for	Successful	
Scientists	(Source:	Management	Research	Group	®)	

• Innovative
• Management Focus
• Outgoing
• Persuasive
• Production
• Restraint
• Self
• Strategic
• Structuring
• Tactical
• Technical

What do you think are the top 3 skills?
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Critical	Skills

Source: Management Research Group®
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Perceived	Value	of	Doctoral	
Graduates	in	Industry

Highly value doctoral graduates
(6%)

Strong interest in doctoral graduates
(25%)

Source: “Recruiting researchers: survey of employer practice 2009”
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What	is	your	Brand?

• Scientific/technical identity  (what you do)
• Business Identity  (how you do it)
• Social Identity  (how you interact with others)
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My	Scientific	Identity
• Formal training
• References
• Ability to discuss relevant scientific areas
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My	Business	Identity
Creating the Vision
• Strategic value
• Innovation
• Risk Assessment
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My	Business	Identity
• Execution
• Achieving Results
• Financial and Regulatory
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My	Business	Identity	(from	job	ad)
• Exercise creativity and judgement
• Self-motivated, high energy
• Ability to handle detail, multiple tasks
• Meet short-notice deadlines
• Commitment to quality, attention to detail
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My	Social	Identity
• Managing Relationships
• Communications
• Collaboration
• Teamwork
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My	Social	Identity	(from	job	ad)
• Team player
• Exercise creativity
• Sense of integrity, energy
• Make things happen’ in our collective careers
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Social	Identity	Matters!

Why do so many fail within the first 18 months of 
taking a job? When our research tracked 20,000 
new hires, 46% of them failed within 18 months. 
But even more surprising than the failure rate, 
was that when new hires failed, 89% of the time it 
was for attitudinal reasons and only 11% of the 
time for a lack of skill. The attitudinal deficits that 
doomed these failed hires included a lack of 
coachability, low levels of emotional intelligence, 
motivation and temperament.
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-David Durham, WVU Career Services Center
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Business	Life	Cycle
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qCreating the Vision
q Strategic
q Innovative
q Risk Management
q Champion/Energy

qDeveloping People
q Collaboration
q Enabling
q Empathy
q Rapport

qExecution
q Structuring
q Control
q Tactical
qDelegation

qAchieving Results
q Production
q Focus
q Competition

qCommunications
q Technical Literacy
q Style Flexibility
q Emotional Intelligence
q Social Intelligence

qFinancial Acumen
q Return on Investment
q Internal Rate of Return
q Performance Metrics
q Balance Sheet

SciPhD	Core	Business	
Competencies

Business Skills

Business Skills

Social Skills
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Biomedical	Engineer
Technical Business Social

BSc.Bioeng Enjoy intellectual challenges Team player

Root cause 
analysis

Highly creative Present to team members

Materials 
Analysis

Developing and executing Prepare documentation and submit 
reports

Automation 
Systems

Self motivated, high energy Provide technical support

Imaging, Liquid 
Handling

Work independently ‘make things happen’

Microscopy Ability to multi-task

Sterile technique Strong sense of urgency, initiative

GLP Meet deadlines

ELISA Continuous Improvement

Microfluidics Sense of integrity

Good scientific 
judgement
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Job	Analytics
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Associate	Medical	Writer
Technical Business Social

Neuroscience, 
hematology, Oncology

Ambitious, motivated and 
creative with independent 
working style

Communicate with clients, KOLs and 
other stakeholders with ease

Immunology Passion for healthcare and 
science

Aligned with core values- integrity, 
imagination, determination

Apple Devices High degree of integrity, tact 
and confidentiality

Team player, high EQ

G-Suite Office tools Acurate and detail oriented Natural flair for writing

Clinical research Excellent time management 
skills

Emphasizes data in clear and concise 
manner

Medical terminology Face-paced, highly regulated 
industry

Creates promotional medical 
education and publications planning 
materials

Interest in variety of 
therapy areas

Excellent written and oral 
communications skills

Understands science 
behind clinical products

Able to tell scientific story in unique 
and effective ways

PhD, PharmD, MD
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Job	Analytics
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Job	Analytics
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Experience-Based	Responses
• S – what was the Situation

• T – what was the goal or Task to be completed

• A – what Actions did YOU perform in this situation to 
accomplish your task?

• R – what were the Results, lessons learned etc…

Situation Task Action Result
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How	Do	I	Use	This	Information???

“I	need	a	Job	NOW!”Find a Job

Analyze Job 
Ad

Am I 
Qualified?

Write 
Resume

Networking

Interview

Land the 
Job
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How	Do	I	Use	This	Information???

Analyze 
Job Ad

Am I 
Qualified?

ID Strong 
Skills

Further
Strengthen

Gain
Accomplishments

Build Your 
Network

“I	have	more	time”
Step 1: Focus on Your Strong Skills
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How	Do	I	Use	This	Information???

Analyze 
Job Ad

ID Weak 
Skills

Re-evaluate
Job Choices

Build expertise

Gain 
Accomplishments

“I	have	more	time”
Step 2: Recognize your limits
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Let’s	Take	A	Break
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Manual	Method	vs	Flamingo

VS
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Mapping	Job	Posting	to	Business	
Competencies
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Remove	Redundancies
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Non-redundant	Skills
Technical Business Social

BSc. Bioengineering

Microfluidics

Root Cause Analysis

Automation Systems

ELISA

Microscopy

Wet Lab Experience

Sterile Technique

GLP

Mammalian Tissue Culture

Drive continuous Improvement

Process Improvement

Multi-task

Meet deadlines

Validate processes

Work independently

Commitment to quality and detail

Process/Product validation

Continuous Improvement

Enjoy intellectually challenges

Sense of integrity, energy and 

urgency

Team player

Presentation skills

Make things happen!

Prepare documents

Presentation to internal team 

members
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Experience-Based	Responses
• S – what was the Situation

• T – what was the goal or Task to be completed

• A – what Actions did YOU perform in this situation to 
accomplish your task?

• R – what were the Results, lessons learned etc…

Situation Task Action Result
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Results	Matter!
Q:		Mentoring	Experience?
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SciPhD TBS Matrix Job	Title:	Biomedical	Engineer	Company:		IsoPlexis
Scientific/Technical 

Requirements

Business Requirements Social Requirements

BSc. Bioengineering

Microfluidics

Root Cause Analysis

Automation Systems

ELISA

Microscopy

Wet Lab Experience

Sterile Technique

GLP

Mammalian Tissue Culture

Drive continuous 

Improvement

Process Improvement

Multi-task

Meet deadlines

Validate processes

Work independently

Commitment to quality 

and detail

Process/Product validation

Continuous Improvement

Enjoy intellectually 

challenges

Sense of integrity, energy 

and urgency

Team player

Presentation skills

Make things happen!

Prepare documents

Presentation to internal 

team members

SciPhD Identity Experience Statement & Accomplishments

Technical

I utilized GLP in the planning, design and development of a novel 

microfluidic device to support artificial tissue prototypes that 

included incorporation of tissue culture, sterile technique and 

general wet lab experience. This resulted in a prototype that is now 

being further developed with a partner company.

Business

Success in this project required managing multiple tasks 

simultaneously, validating our work processes and meeting deadlines 

in collaboration with our partner company.  My commitment to both 

quality and detail helped drive this project to development of a 

functional prototype.

Social

This project presented exciting intellectual challenges that required 

coordination and cooperation with many team members.  Our joint 

enthusiasm and dedication to this project allowed us to succeed and 

make things happen!
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Goal:	Targeted	Resume
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SOQ	Rubric
Goal Statement
Modifier describing technical skill Innovative and highly productive biomedical 

engineer with experience in applying GLP to 
the conception and development of novel 
microfluidics devices.

Detailed description Participated in the planning, design and 
execution of a novel artificial tissue prototype 
in collaboration with team members resulting 
in efficiently bringing concept to production.

Additional core or operational skill Good Laboratory Practice, Root Cause Analysis, 
collaboration.

Close
• strong business statement with an 

accomplishment
• Strong social statement with an 

accomplishment
• Unique value to the enterprise that  you 

bring

encouraging a collaborative high performing 
work environment, we implemented 
sophisticated microfluidic techniques to create 
a prototype artificial tissue that brings 
bioengineering knowledge and creativity to 
develop a prototype that can have significant 
impact on healthcare.
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Goal:	Targeted	Resume
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Time	for	Flamingo
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Instructions	for	Flamingo
• You will receive an email with Flamingo account instructions
• Resource Pages
• Example Job Ads
• Finding a Job
• e-docs

• Within Flamingo, we encourage completing your profile- you 
will receive an e-mail with specific instructions
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Visit	and	follow	us	online
@sciphd

facebook.com/sciphd

SciPhD.com
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Thank	You

Questions & Feedback

randall@sciphd.com

larry@sciphd.com

webinars@sciphd.com

www.sciphd.com

… keep on rowing!!!

mailto:randall@sciphd.com
mailto:larry@sciphd.com
mailto:webinars@sciphd.com
http://www.sciphd.com/

